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Abstract— To design a general-purpose assembly robot sys-
tem that can handle objects of various shapes, we propose a soft
jig that fits to the shapes of assembly parts. The functionality of
the soft jig is based on a jamming gripper developed in the field
of soft robotics. The soft jig has a bag covered with a malleable
silicone membrane, which has high friction, elongation, and
contraction rates for keeping parts fixed. The bag is filled with
glass beads to achieve a jamming transition. We propose a
method to configure parts-fixing on the soft jig based on contact
relations, reachable directions, and the center of gravity of the
parts that are fixed on the jig. The usability of the soft jig was
evaluated in terms of the fixing performance and versatility for
various shapes and postures of parts.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is an ever-increasing demand for an agile manufac-
turing system [1], [2] that can flexibly respond to the variety
of products required by markets worldwide. To achieve high-
mix low-volume production in the manufacturing industry, an
assembly robot with high versatility, as proposed in [3]–[5],
is required to operate various mechanical parts.

Generally, jigs are used to efficiently assemble different
types of products [6], [7] for mass production. However, in
high-mix low-volume production, it is impractical to develop
custom-made jigs every time a product is replaced.

In this study, we develop a deformable fixing device
named soft jig, as shown in (a) and (b) of Fig. 1. A soft
jig is highly versatile as a fixture for different parts with
various shapes as the jig surface deforms according to the
shapes. The fixing ability of the soft jig based on a jamming
transition can be used to hold assembly parts by creating
datum planes (Fig. 1(c)) on the jig surface (Fig. 1(d)).

The primary objective of this study is to provide a new
parts-fixing device for robotic assembly. Specifically, the
proposed soft jig provides a new concept for general-purpose
assembly jigs that can be used for a flexible assembly robot
system. We propose a design of the soft jig capable of
utilizing the jamming transition as the fixing mechanism.

In parts-assembly with the soft jig, we determine fixed
parts and their postures based on the three requirements:
(1) to contact between parts in one assembly operation
(e.g., placement and insertion), ignoring the parts without any
contacts (2) to ensure a fixed part has reachable directions to
the parts assembled on it, selecting the fixed part and posture
by extracting interference-free parts-displacement directions
using CAD, and (3) to develop a part posture with a low
center of gravity (CoG) to achieve mechanical stability,
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Fig. 1: Design of soft jig. The appearance (a) and exploded view
(b) of the soft jig are shown. Datum planes (c) (this figure is created
with reference to Fig. 2 in [8]) are needed to fix objects in a certain
pose, and they are created on the malleable membrane (d).

selecting the fixed posture based on CAD-based calculations
of CoGs for all candidates of the fixed parts.

Our experiments demonstrate the fixing performance and
versatility of the soft jig for different fixing configurations.
Further, we examine the feasibility of assembly operations
using an actual robot and discuss parts-pose estimation.

II. RELATED WORK

Several jig-less operation methods [9], [10] and general-
purpose jig-designing methods [11] have been proposed to
reduce the human effort for designing custom-made jigs.
Several researchers [12]–[14] developed systems to automat-
ically design rigid modular fixtures by combining elements
such as locators, blocks, and clamps.

Although high-precision positioning is possible with rigid
jigs, they must be replaced to better correspond to the
fixed parts with different shapes. Furthermore, previous
approaches to substitute the rigid jigs needed control of
the actuators [9], [10], [15] or calculations for the shape
optimization [11]–[13]. Hence, their versatility and ease of
fixing are relatively low. Table I presents a comparison be-
tween the previous and proposed general-purpose assembly
jigs. The proposed fixture requires a pose estimation whereas
increasing the easiness of fixing and the versatility.

Several studies have been conducted using flexible robotic
end-effectors that fit the object shapes that need to be ma-
nipulated [16], [17]. Brown et al. [18] proposed a jamming
gripper that can grasp rigid objects of various shapes. The
gripper surface is covered with a silicon membrane filled
with powder particles. The extensibility of the jamming grip-
per has been discussed in terms of the parts-recognition [19],
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Fig. 2: Manual assembly sequence with the soft jig. In the pick-and-place of the motor, we consider if the plate can be placed onto the
soft jig. Consequently, we can fix a motor even if the bottom surface of the motor has pins because of the malleable membrane.

TABLE I: Comparison between previous and proposed general-
purpose assembly jigs.

Method Easiness of fixing Versatility Parts-positioning

Jig with supports 7∗a 3∗b 3∗c

Soft jig (proposed) 3∗d 3∗e 7∗f

∗a Supports need to be placed in postures
∗b Surrounding supports fit the object shape
∗c Rigid supports fix the object in a certain pose
∗d On-off control of air pressure
∗e Deformable body fits the object shape
∗f Stiffness of the malleable membrane is lower than that of the metal
jig surface

[20] and sensing for robot manipulation [21], [22].
The applicability of the jamming gripper has been re-

searched for different purposes, such as in the feet of
robots for walking on natural terrain [23], [24] and climbing
walls [25]. Such soft robotics technologies are expected to
be applied to the field of robotic assembly [26], [27] for
high-mix low-volume production.

III. ASSUMPTIONS AND PROBLEM SETTING

The fixing planning and shape of custom-made jigs for
mass production are designed according to an assembly
sequence. In contrast, the fixing planning of the soft jig
for high-mix low-volume production needs to be considered
independently from the assembly sequence of the short life-
cycle products. Thus, a certain assembly sequence is given.

As an example, let us consider the assembly task shown
in Fig. 2; three types of parts shown in Fig. 3(a) are
handled. The assembly task includes fundamental operations
frequently conducted by humans: picking, placing, inserting,
and screwing [28], [29]. First, we grasp the motor and insert
the motor shaft into the plate’s hole. Subsequently, we align
the bolts with the motor’s holes and tighten the bolts.

One assembly step consists of assembling two (partially
assembled) parts; thus, the parts that should be in contact
with other parts are target parts for the assembly with the
soft jig. One way to achieve this is to fix one part and
manipulate the other part. As the manipulated part needs
to be reachable from the outside to connect to the fixed part,
the fixed pose must be planned as interference-free. At least
one manipulator should manipulate a part on the part stably
fixed. Thus, we make the CoG of the fixed part low.

IV. DESIGN OF SOFT JIG

The designed structure of the soft jig is depicted in (a)
and (b) of Fig. 1. Fig. 4 shows the specifications of the
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Fig. 3: Assembly parts, contact matrix, and interference-free matrix
used in our experiments. The two matrices are calculated based on
an assembled CAD model and are used to configure the parts-fixing.
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Fig. 4: Specifications of soft jig.

proposed soft jig. Silicone rubber with a Shore A hardness
of 2 (Smooth-On, Dragon Skin FX-Pro) was used for the
elastomer membrane (1 mm in thickness and 160 mm in
diameter) to form the malleable surface of a bag.

The bag with 296 cm3 capacity was filled with glass
beads of 450 g with a diameter of approximately 1 mm (Fuji
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Fuji Glass Beads FGB-20). We
selected the glass beads because they do not corrode. The
curvature radius of the bag was approximately 60 mm.

The rigidity of the soft jig can be altered by vacuuming
out the air inside the jig through an air port under the jig
base, and a target part can be fixed. We use an off-board
vacuum pump, and the confining pressure inside the bag
was approximately 90 kPa. The high friction, elongation, and
contraction ratio of the elastomer material are beneficial to
the parts-fixing performance.

The parts-fixing process is as follows: before placing the
target part, the jig surface is initialized by pumping air into
the jig because the fixing performance depends on the initial
shape of the surface [30]. Subsequently, the part is grasped,
transported, and placed on the jig. When the part is pushed



Algorithm 1 Parts-Fixing Configuration Algorithm

Input: Assembly order {P1, P2, .., Pη}
Output: Parts P̂ ∗ to be fixed in certain postures Â∗

1: procedure CONFIGURE-FIXING-PARTS
2: Pt ← P1

3: Set Adet, P̂ ∗, and Â∗ to empty lists
4: for i = 2, . . . , η do
5: Calculate A(Pt, Pi) using Equation (2)
6: if Elements of A(Pt, Pi) are all 0 then
7: break
8: Generate model Pc by combining Pt and Pi
9: Pt ← combined part Pc

10: Adet ← determined postures A(Pt, Pi)
11: if Adet includes two or more 1 then
12: Calculate CoG of model Pt using CAD
13: Determine posture Â based on the CoG
14: else
15: Â← the first element of Adet

16: Set P̂ to the bottom part in posture Â
17: Add P̂ and Â to P̂ ∗ and Â∗, respectively

onto the jig, it becomes fixed by taking advantage of the
jamming transition by evacuating air from inside the jig.

V. CONFIGURING PARTS-FIXING

The proposed parts-fixing algorithm (Algorithm 1) is
based on the aformentioned three requirements (Section I)
and assumptions (Section III). Given an assembly sequence,
we decide which assembly part to place in which pose.
Specifically, the proposed algorithm selects a fixed part and
a fixing posture that allows other objects to reach the fixed
part. In addition, the CoG position of the fixed part is low.

Given an assembly order {P1, P2, .., Pη}, we can obtain
a list, P̂ ∗, of the fixed parts and a list, Â∗, of the fixed
postures. The process starts by initializing a target part, Pt,
as P1. The determined posture list Adet, fixed parts list P̂ ∗,
and corresponding fixed postures list Â∗ are initialized as
empty lists.

In the main routine, we first calculate a reachable di-
rection list, A(Pi, Pk). To perform interference-free oper-
ations, we calculate the reachable direction matrix Wj (j ∈
{+x,−x,+y,−y,+z,−z}), with contact matrix C [31] and
interference-free matrix Mj [32], [33] shown in Fig. 3(b)
and (c). The reachable direction matrix, in which the element
reachable from the j direction is 1, is written as

Wj = (C + CT)�Mj , (1)

where � is the Hadamard product of matrices.
Here, the parts are expressed as P1, P2, .., Pη (where η is

the number of parts). The reachable direction list, A(Pi, Pk),
with regard to the translational displacement is calculated as

(W+x(Pi, Pk),W−x(Pi, Pk), . . . ,W−z(Pi, Pk)). (2)

If A(Pi, Pk) is a list filled with 0, the process is ended.
Otherwise, our method generates model Pc by combining Pt
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Fig. 5: Two different postures of the motor and four different
postures of the plate evaluated in the experiments described in
Section VI-C.

and Pi. The next process consists of updating Pt by Pc and
substituting the determined postures, A(Pi, Pk), for Adet.

If Adet includes two or more 1, then we calculate the CoG,
pG = [xG, yG, zG]T, of model Pt using CAD. We determine
posture Â based on the CoG as follows:

pG =
Σηi=0mipG,i

Σηi=0mi
, (3)

where mi and pG,i are the mass and CoG of the i-th part.
If Adet does not include two or more 1, we substitute the

first element of Adet for Â. Then, we set P̂ to the bottom
part in posture Â and add P̂ and Â to P̂ ∗ and Â∗. This one
routine is repeated η − 1 times where η is the number of
parts.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

A. Outline

We used the parts shown in Fig. 3(a), where a motor and
a plate are fixed with bolts. The parts were prepared for a
belt drive unit used in an assembly challenge [34]. Using the
parts, we performed the following three experiments.

The first experiment was to evaluate the proposed parts-
fixing configuration algorithm. Two cases of assembly se-
quences were tested, as described in Section VI-B.

The second experiment evaluated two fixing abilities: an
ability of maintaining the fixed pose and a holding ability
against external forces. We conducted parts-placement ex-
periments with (Section VI-C) and without (Section VI-D)
an external force application using a manipulator equipped
with a parallel-jaw gripper. We evaluated the fixing ability
based on holding forces, moving distances, and success rates.

The third experiment (Section VI-E) involved verifying
the feasibility of assembly operations (Fig. 2) with a robot
arm equipped with a parallel-jaw gripper.

B. Determining Fixed Parts and Postures

Table II shows the results of the parts-fixing configuration
for two cases of assembly sequences. Case 1 is {motor, plate,
bolts}. Case 2 is {plate, bolts, motor}. The assembly of small
bolts was not selected in the algorithm because if the bolts
were positioned under the plate, the CoG position of the
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Fig. 6: Different placement postures (P1 and P2) and pushing
directions (a, b, and c) for the motor and plate evaluated in the
experiments described in Section VI-D.
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Fig. 7: Experiments to evaluate parts-fixing performance. We used
a force plate to measure the normal and shearing forces. We
calculated the displacement of the jig using the manually clicked
points on both images before and after the application of the
external forces.

model combined with the plate and bolts was higher than
that of the upside-down posture.

In Case 1, the parts-fixing configuration determined by
Algorithm 1 is the motor placed in the posture, as shown
in Step 1 of Fig. 2. This posture is difficult to achieve in
the base plate of a metal jig because pins are attached at
the bottom of the motor, as shown in the top right image
in Step 1 of Fig. 2. This posture is achievable with the soft
jig. The plate is inserted onto the fixed motor, and then, the
bolts are screwed onto the plate fixed with the motor.

In Case 2, first, the bolts are placed onto the fixed plate
in posture P4, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Second, the plate with
bolts is inserted onto the fixed motor.

C. Evaluating Versatility to Fixed Parts and Postures

To evaluate the versatility of the soft jig for the shape
and posture of the parts, we investigated whether the fixed
postures were maintained after they were released from the
gripper.

In addition to the determined posture, postures for com-
parisons were shown in Fig. 5. In the case of the motor, the
shape is axisymmetric; therefore, there are two ways to place
it in an axis-aligned manner. The two postures are with the

(a) Motor

(b) Plate

Fig. 8: Normal and shearing forces applied under the soft jig during
the placing and pushing operations performed around the two peaks.

TABLE II: Fixing configurations determined by using the calcu-
lated values of Equation (2). Iterations 1 and 2 correspond to the
iterations of the loop of Algorithm 1.

Iteration 1 (i = 2) Iteration 2 (i = 3)

Case Equation (2) Â / P̂ Equation (2) Â / P̂

1 A(motor,plate) +z / motor A(Pc1, bolts)∗a +z / motor
2 A(plate, bolts) +z / plate A(Pc2,motor)∗b -z / motor
∗a Pc1 represents the combined part of motor and plate
∗b Pc2 represents the combined part of plate and bolts

side (P1) or bottom surface (P2) of the cylinder shape being
in contact with the jig.

Four different postures of the plate were prepared. These
included the postures of the back or front side of the insertion
hole facing straight up (Fig. 5(b) P1 or P4). We also prepared
the postures where the bottom (P2) or side surface (P3) was
in contact with the jig surface.

The gripper’s trajectory and grasping configurations were
manually generated. The trial was regarded as successful
if the parts were upright, even if the gripper released the
part, i.e., if the resting state was possible. We conducted 10
trials and visually checked whether each trial was a success
or failure. The success rates were 100% (= 10/10) for all
postures of the two parts; thus, the versatility of soft jig
against the placed shapes is high.

D. Evaluating Parts-Fixing Against External Force

The fixing performance was evaluated based on the hold-
ing forces, moving distances, and success rates. First, the
fixing performance was evaluated based on the holding
force when an external force was applied; the higher the
performance, the higher the holding force should be.



(a) Motor (b) Plate

Fig. 9: Performance of fixing the motor and plate. Each figure shows the success rate (number of successes in five trials), average of the
maximum value of shearing force, and average distance of the soft jig before and after the external force application in five trials.
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Fig. 10: Assembly sequence with the soft jig and a robot. The assembly order was the same as the manual assembly shown in Fig. 2.

The second was an evaluation based on the moving
distances when an external force was applied. We defined
the fixing success based on the distance of the jig base
itself, which was not fixed anywhere. The jig was moved
in response to the pushing motion of 70 mm straight-line
trajectory to apply the external force. If the part posture is not
changed against the pushing motion, all the force should be
converted into the jig movement, so the amount of movement
is larger. If the posture is changed, that amount of the jig
movement must be low. Therefore, if the part is firmly fixed
on the jig, it should move as much as the distance pushed
by a robot; however, considering the elasticity of the silicon
membrane, we defined a successful fixation as the distance
more than 63 mm (90% of the 70 mm pushing trajectory).

1) Holding Force: Fig. 7(a) shows the experimental setup
including the robot arm with a gripper to apply the external
force. We set a force plate and an RGBD camera to measure
the holding force and the jig movement. We measured the
forces applied to the lower part of the jig when the fixed parts
were pushed by the straight-line trajectory of the gripper. We
also measured how much the soft jig moved before and after
the external force application. Fig. 6 shows the parts-postures
in the experiments to evaluate the fixing performance.

Here, the resulting force on the contact surface was
calculated as the magnitude of normal force Fn and shearing
force Fs by using the following equations:

Fn = |fz|, Fs =
√
f2x + f2y , (4)

where fx, fy , and fz are the measured forces in the coor-
dinate system of the force plate shown in Fig. 7(a). Fig. 8
shows the calculated values of the normal and shearing forces
during the operations including placing and pushing of the
parts on the jig. The graph IDs on the top left on each graph

correspond to the IDs in Fig. 6. The two peaks on all graphs
except P2-a of the plate show the force values at the timing
of placement and pushing. In P2-a of the plate, the plate fell
on the jig at the time when the gripper made contact with the
plate in the pushing operation. Thus, only one peak existed
because the forces by pushing could not be measured.

2) Moving Distance: The displacements of the jig af-
ter the application of external force were also measured.
The hand-eye camera (Intel Corporation, RealSense D435)
recorded RGBD images before and after applying the force
to the part fixed on the jig in contact with the force plate.

We used two images shown in Fig. 7(b) before and after
applying the external force. We calculated the distance,
d(Fi,Fe), between the configuration frames of the soft jig
before Fi and after Fe applying the external force:

d(Fi,Fe) :=
√
‖x̂e − x̂i‖2 + ‖ŷe − ŷi‖2. (5)

Equation (5) is a metric used to calculate the distance
between the two configuration frames proposed in [35]. We
calculated the poses (x̂i, ŷi) of Fi and the poses (x̂e, ŷe) of
Fe in [pixel] using four points, pk(k = 1, 2, 3, 4) ∈ R2, as
shown in Fig. 7(b). We clicked on the four screws of the jigs
in the images as pk. Each screw had a central angle of 90◦

and fixed the membrane onto the jig base. We converted the
unit of the distance from pixels to mm based on the known
width 160 mm of the jig. x̂ and ŷ are calculated as

(x̂, ŷ) = (p2 − pc, p1 − pc), (6)

pc =
p1 + p2 + p3 + p4

4
. (7)

ẑ was set to 0 because the images shown in Fig. 7(b)
were captured from directly above; thus, the fixed surface
of the jig remained horizontal even after the external force
application.



3) Factors Underlying Successful Parts-Fixing: Fig. 9
shows the average maximum values of the shearing force in
five trials. Fig. 9 shows the success rates in the five trials. The
success rate was 0% for P2-a of Motor, P1-b of Plate, P2-a
and P2-b. In these cases, the first peak of the normal force
shown in Fig. 6 indicates that the pushing force is applied
to the same extent as in other cases. However, because the
maximum force at the second peak of the shearing force is
lower than other cases, the fixing fails.

Fig. 9 shows the calculated values of d(Fi,Fe). The
failure cases resulted in a low amount of displacement
compared to the successful ones. The difference between
the mean displacements of the failure and success cases is
24.0 mm (= 78.2−54.2), and the value of the success cases
is significantly larger than that of the failure cases. 78.2 mm
is larger than the original pushing distance 70.0 mm because
of over-displacement due to an acceleration of the pushing
motion. The jig is hardened by the jamming transition; thus,
the deformation itself does not cause the small displacement.

In the case of low-height postures, such as P1-a and P1-b
of the motor and P1-a and P1-c of the plate, as far as we
visually confirmed, the displacement did not occur despite
the direct external force. Thus, the success rates of the four
cases were 100%. Posture P2-c of the plate was firmly fixed,
although it was a high-height posture. This is because the
pushing action of the external force pushes the fixed object
into the inside of the jig as it tries to rotate on the axis
perpendicular to the pushed direction.

Against the external forces, to fix high-height postures like
P2-a of both parts, high datum planes surrounding the side
surfaces of the parts are required as shown in Fig. 1 (d). Since
such the large datum plane was not generated, the trials were
unsuccessful. The results suggest that selecting the placement
posture and forming the datum plane are important.

E. Feasibility of Assembly Operations for Fixed Parts

In this section, we confirm the force generated during the
actual assembly operations by expanding the experiments
described in the previous section. The assembly operation by
the dual-arm robot was executed by applying the procedure
shown in Fig. 2. Dual arms equipped two types of grippers:
a parallel-jaw gripper used for grasping assembly parts and
a general-purpose gripper used for grasping a tool such as
the electric driver. As shown in Fig. 10, the operation was
divided into four steps. We used two arms to avoid regrasping
a tool. All operations were performed with handcrafted
trajectories of one hand.

During the experiments, given the assembly sequence and
the gripper’s trajectories, the robot could execute pick-and-
place, insertion, and tightening of parts using the soft jig.
The gripper did not apply external force directly to fixed
parts; instead, the external force was applied via the grasped
plate when the plate was inserted into the jig-fixed motor or
when the grasped electric driver screwed off the bolts. Even
under the external forces, the displacement of the motor on
the jig was not significant, suggesting that it may be useful
for fixing a part during assembly operations.

Rotating table

RGBD sensor

Visual marker

(a) System

Motor-P1

Plate-P1 Plate-P2

Motor-P2

(b) Visualization of estimation results

Fig. 11: Dataset collection system and results of 6D pose estima-
tion of the fixed parts.

VII. DISCUSSION

To show the durability of the soft jig in industrial ap-
plications, we discuss the parts-pose estimation. To design
the concrete method is out-of-scope, but we discuss the
possibility and future issues.

To confirm the 6D pose estimation task for fixed parts,
we apply PVNet [36], one of deep learning-based algo-
rithms [37], [38]. To train the network, we leverage a quick
dataset collection method using visual markers proposed
in [39]–[41], as shown in Fig. 11(a). These methods reduce
the human effort required for training and enable the use of
PVNet for the high-mix low-volume production.

Fig. 11 (b) shows the results of the pose estimation applied
to test images showing different poses of the motor and the
plate. The yellow 3D bounding boxes in the images show
the box calculated based on the visual markers, which is
the ground-truth. The red boxes with similar shapes to the
yellow boxes show the 6D poses estimated by the trained
model. The results suggest that the pose in a wide viewing
angle can be accurately tracked, and the appearance of the
soft jig does not deteriorate the pose estimation.

VIII. CONCLUSION

To design a general-purpose assembly robot system, we
proposed a soft jig, a deformable fixture that replaces a
custom-made metal jig. To leverage the soft jig efficiently
for assemblies, we proposed a method to configure parts-
fixing based on the contact relations, reachable directions,
and center of gravity of the fixed parts.

We evaluated the following four factors: usability of
the parts-fixing configuration algorithm using two assembly
sequences, ability to maintain the fixed postures, holding
ability against external forces, and applicability for inserting
and bolting parts in assemblies by an actual robot.

The proposed algorithm could determine fixed parts and
their poses for two assembly sequences of a product with
parts of various shapes, including a motor, a plate, and
bolts. In this study, parts-placement in various fixing-postures
was successful in all cases. Successful parts-fixing was
demonstrated in cases of where fixing occured in postures
with low CoG. Through the experiments, we confirmed that
selecting the placement posture and forming the datum plane
are important for firm fixing.
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